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Foreword
We would like to thank the Efficiency Valuation Organization for
allowing us to use their excellent materials on M&V and the IPVMP
in this educational document.
The goal of this document is to help members of the SkyFoundry
community interpret IPMVP requirements and align those with
SkySpark capabilities and feature sets.
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Using this Document
Throughout this document we provide commentary on SkySpark
features sets and capabilities that are relevant to the IPVMP topics
on the corresponding page.
Monitoring & Verification, and IPMVP are comprehensive topics
and a full assessment of the ways in which SkySpark helps
professional address these needs requires more information than
can be presented in this document, however, we believe this will
be a helpful introduction to the topic.
SkyFoundry provides extensive product information and training
resources to help professionals further evaluate application of
SkySpark in M&V and IPVMP practices.
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Accuracy

One of the benefits SkySpark offers is to approach energy cost calculations
with a range of precision options. By doing so, the precision appropriate
for the application and project budget can be selected in keeping with the
principle of being “as accurate as can be justified based on the project
value” to keep costs and effort “small relative to the monetary value of the
savings being evaluated”. As an example, energy costs can be calculated
using a static $/kwh factor or can be calculated precisely using the
SkySpark’s Tariff Engine which allows detailed charges to be entered.
Collection of tariff data can often be time consuming. The need for
precision in energy cost calculations should be considered based on the
project value and potential savings value.

Consistency

SkySpark includes features that allow for energy consumption data to be
normalized across facilities based on common factors such as building size
and weather factors or based on project-specific factors. Normalization
factors are fully customizable in SkySpark and can take advantage of
SkySpark’s advanced math capabilities as needed using our Axon scripting
language.
Also related to the consistency topic, all data, KPI’s, calculated costs and
analytic results can be easily exported in standard formats including csv,
xml, ExcelÒ, JSON and others for use by energy management
professionals that wish to use different tools for data analysis.
Transparency
SkySpark provides the ability to export all calculations, algorithms, KPI
definitions, normalization formulas, data used, and analytic results in a
variety of standard formats for project documentation and review
purposes. Export formats include: CSV, JSON, XML, Zinc and Trio.
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Savings Calculations – Baseline Capability

SkySpark software includes the ability to utilize baselines for presentation
and analysis of energy performance across any period of time. It includes
the ability to employ common baselines such as last month, last year,
specified time ranges with a simple click, AND allows for the creation of
custom baselines based on math calculations and data sets generated by
external energy modeling tools. Projected energy performance data sets
generated by external modeling tools can be imported and treated as
virtual meters for comparison against actual energy performance. SkySpark
allows easy selection of baselines, and visualization of baselines and actual
energy data. See below:

Measurement Boundaries

SkySpark supports definition of measurement boundaries through direct
measurement via the use of submeters (where available), and via the
creation of calculated proxies (virtual meters). SkySpark’s full function math
capabilities allow for sophisticated calculation of submeter proxies.
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Methods of Adjustment

SkySpark enables the implementation of both routine and non-routine
adjustments. Adjustments based on factors such as weather, production
volume, facility size, number of weekly production shifts and occupancy are
handled with SkySpark’s normalization features and can also be used in
Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s). Normalization can be accomplished
based fixed/static numerical factors (like building size), actual data (degree
days measured by a weather service or sensors) or calculations using
SkySpark’s extensive math capabilities which include: trigonometric
functions, statistical functions, linear regression, frequency domain analysis,
matrix math, calculus, and of course, basic arithmetic. Creation of
customized KPI’s and normalization factors is accomplished with
SkySpark’s Axon scripting language which includes a full math package.
SkySpark also supports manual entry of data via Forms which are useful to
enter data that is not available via sensors or digital data feeds. For
example, number of weekly production shifts, or production output (units,
pounds, volume, etc.) might be entered by a production manager via a
form. The entry date, as well as new and old value are recorded.

Savings Accounting Approaches

SkySpark provides the ability to account for savings in the methods
described to the left. Baseline periods can be adjusted for conditions
affecting energy use (weather, changing occupancy periods and other
factors). Energy costs for both baseline energy use and actual can be
calculated based on fixed factors (for example $/kwh, or more
comprehensive factors based on all charges in complex tariff rates. Delta
between baseline and Actual can be shown with a variety of reporting
tools including: line graph, donut chart, and delta baseline view. The
energy savings/avoided costs can be shown in text format on reports. See
examples on following page.
One of the most powerful capabilities of SkySpark is the ability to calculate
the cost associated with faults, deviations from expected performance and
anomalies to show the potential cost savings available before ECMs are
implemented. See section on Operational Verification for examples.
Applying SkySpark in IPMVP Applications
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Savings Accounting Approaches
SkySpark Views Showing Baseline vs actual Usage and Costs
Line chart:

Delta Baseline View showing daily results of actual vs adjusted baseline:
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Operational Verification

One of SkySpark’s most powerful features is the ability to apply analytics
rules/algorithms against trended (or near real time) data to automatically
identify deviations in the expected performance of ECM’s. This capability
dramatically reduces the cost and effort needed with manual verification
and testing processes.
Analytic rules look for faults, deviations, anomalies, trends like energy drift,
loss of efficiency, etc. As soon as issues are detected, SkySpark
automatically generates rich informative views showing issues without the
need to manually assemble reports, charts or graphs. See example below.

In the View above, SkySpark shows the issues detected in a portfolio of
facilities along with: Rule description (note: detailed help is also provided by
clicking on the “I” icon associated with each rule); duration shown as a bar graph;
calculated cost; timelines showing the actual pattern of the deficiency; and
identification of the offending equipment system (rightmost column).
SkySpark can also send commands to control systems to drive a process
known as “active commissioning” where SkySpark introduces changes or
disturbances to the control system while analytic rules verify that the
system responds as expected.
SkySpark provides the ability to move from “one time” commissioning to
true “monitoring-based commissioning”.
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Support for IPMVP Options A, B, C and D
All of the energy quantities techniques listed to the left can be used with
SkySpark.
Utility or fuel supplier invoices can be manually entered using “Forms” or
imported if those data are available in digital form. SkySpark can collect
data from utility meters, utility provided web services (API’s), permanently
installed submeters, or temporary metering devices.
SkySpark supports a variety of data acquisition connectors: Bacnet IP,
Modbus TCP, Obix, Haystack, SNMP, Sedona, OPC UA, MQTT, SQL, CSV
import (manual batch or automated), and a REST API.
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Support for IPMVP Options A, B, C and D
Option A: Retrofit Isolation
SkySpark supports the use of continuous energy measurement via meters
and submeters, as well as the use of manually collected energy data which
can be entered using SkySpark’s “Form” feature, and data collected from
temporary meters/data loggers. All energy analysis features (normalization,
adjustments, virtual meters calculations, etc.) are supported. Factors such
as occupancy hours can be collected from control systems where available
or manually entered.
Option B: Retrofit Isolation: All Parameter Measurement
SkySpark supports the use of continuous energy measurement via meters
and submeters, as well as the use of manually collected energy data which
can be entered using SkySpark’s “Form” feature, and data collected from
temporary meters/data loggers. All energy analysis features (normalization,
adjustments, virtual meters calculations, etc. are supported.
Option C: Whole Facility
SkySpark supports all of the calculation methods shown to the left. It can
collect and store energy data from metering devices or import that data
from other sources such as utility web services or file-based data. It
provides baseline, normalization and regression analysis tools.
Option D: Calibrated Simulation
Data generated by external simulation software can be imported into
SkySpark in a variety of standard formats. Once imported, simulation data
can be treated as virtual meters which provide all of the functionality of
actual meters. Data can be compared between facilities and different time
periods, normalized for typical factors (weather, facility size), or custom,
project-specific factors, compared to calculated or actual baseline data,
and converted to cost using simple cost factors or complex tariff rate
charges.
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IPMVP Adherent Plan
SkyFoundry’s SkySpark software does not play a direct role in the
development of the overall M&V plan for a project. This section of
the EVO document provides a detailed outline of the requirements
of plans that will be adherent to the IPMVP protocol.
Our goal with this document is to help members of the SkyFoundry
community and other organizations that are evaluating software to
assist in M&V projects to interpret IPMVP requirements and align
those with SkySpark capabilities and feature sets.
Additional comments on the use of SkySpark to create final M&V
reports follows on page 13 of this document.
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M & V Reports – The Final Step
SkySpark provides extensive features to assemble reports within SkySpark
or to export graphic elements and data to be used in conventional
documentation tools such as Microsoft WordÒ or Google DocsÒ. This
provides M&V professionals with the flexibility to choose the tools that
best fit their needs.
Views of charts, graphs, analytic findings (in fact, anything displayed by
SkySpark) can be exported in formats including SVG, PNG and PDF. Data
can be exported in formats including: CSV, JSON, XML, Zinc (and open
source data format) and Trio (a SkySpark specific text format). See below for
export options example.

In both cases (images and formatted reports), SkySpark can automatically
generate documents and automatically email them to intended recipients,
further eliminating manual effort.
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In Closing
SkyFoundry would again like to thank the Efficiency Valuation
Organization for allowing us to use their materials on M&V and the
IPVMP in this educational document.
We hope this document helps the reader interpret IPMVP
requirements and align those with SkySpark capabilities and
feature sets.
For additional information on SkySpark software contact
SkyFoundry at:
https://skyfoundry.com/
Or email us at:
info@skyfoundry.com
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